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Abstract

The high time resolution of ultra-wideband (UWB) signals enables wireless devices to perform
accurate range estimation. In order to realize UWB systems with accurate ranging capabilities,
both theoretical limits on range estimation and practical algorithms that approach those limits
should be investigated. This paper provides a survey of various UWB ranging algorithms and
discuss their performance and complexity tradeoffs. In addition, theoretical limits on range
estimation are discussed in terms of Cramer-Rao and Ziv-Zakai lower bounds.
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Abstract— The high time resolution of ultra-wideband (UWB)
signals enables wireless devices to perform accurate range esti-
mation. In order to realize UWB systems with accurate ranging
capabilities, both theoretical limits on range estimation and prac-
tical algorithms that approach those limits should be investigated.
This paper provides a survey of various UWB ranging algorithms
and discusses their performance and complexity tradeoffs. In
addition, theoretical limits on range estimation are discussed in
terms of Cramer-Rao and Ziv-Zakai lower bounds.

Index Terms— Ultra-wideband (UWB), time-of-arrival (TOA)
estimation, ranging, Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB), Ziv-
Zakai lower bound (ZZLB).

I. INTRODUCTION

Large bandwidths of ultra-wideband (UWB) signals make
them a good candidate for applications that require high
speed communications or accurate position estimation [1]-
[3]. For positioning applications, large bandwidths of UWB
signals provide high time resolution, which, in theory, can
facilitate centimeter-accuracy range estimation. However, in
practical systems, it can be difficult to achieve the theoretical
limits of UWB range estimation due to constraints on power,
computational complexity, and/or cost. Therefore, it is of
great importance to evaluate the performance of practical
UWB range estimation algorithms and compare them against
theoretical limits.

This paper provides a survey on various UWB range es-
timation algorithms proposed in the literature, and compares
them in terms of complexity and performance. In addition,
theoretical lower bounds on range estimation are studied in
terms of Cramer-Rao lower bounds (CRLBs) and Ziv-Zakai
lower bounds (ZZLBs). The aim is to present fundamental
limits on range estimation together with some practical range
estimation algorithms, and thus to provide an intuition for the
differences between the theoretical limits and the accuracies
that can be achieved under practical constraints.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

Consider an impulse radio (IR) UWB system with the
following transmitted ranging signal [2]

s̃(t) =
√

Es

∞∑

j=−∞
aj ω̃(t− jTf − cjTc) , (1)

where Es represents the energy of a ranging symbol, aj ∈
{−1, +1} is a polarity code, ω̃(t) denotes a UWB pulse, Tf is
the frame duration, cj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Nh− 1} is a time-hopping
(TH) code, Tc is the chip duration, and Nh is the number of

0This research was supported in part by the European Commission in the
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chips per frame. It is assumed that the width of the UWB
pulse ω̃(t), Tp, is smaller than Tc.

In this signal model, each ranging symbol is modeled to
consist of a number Nf of pulses, and each pulse resides
in a frame interval Tf . Therefore, the duration of a ranging
symbol is given by Ts = NfTf . If the ranging signal in
(1) is transmitted over a multipath channel with L multipath
components, the received signal can be expressed as

r(t) =
L∑

l=1

αls(t− τl) + n(t) , (2)

where αl and τl are, respectively, the channel coefficient
and the delay of the lth multipath component, n(t) is zero-
mean white Gaussian noise with spectral density σ2, and s(t)
represents the received UWB ranging signal, which can be
expressed by (1) by replacing ω̃(t) by ω(t) to reflect the effects
of the antennas.

In this paper, a single-user scenario is considered, and cj =
0 ∀j is assumed for the rest of the paper. Then, the received
signal can be expressed as

r(t) =
√

Es

∞∑

j=−∞

L∑

l=1

ajαlω(t− τl − jTf) + n(t) . (3)

III. THEORETICAL LIMITS

A. CRLB
The CRLB sets a lower bound on the mean-squared-error

(MSE) of an unbiased estimator, and maximum likelihood
(ML) estimators can achieve this bound asymptotically under
certain conditions [4], [5]. For the received signal in (2) that
is observed over an interval t ∈ [0, Tobs], with Tobs = NrTs,
the log-likelihood function of θ = [α τ ] is given by [4]

Λ(θ) = k − 1
2σ2

∫ NrTs

0

∣∣∣∣∣r(t)−
L∑

l=1

αls(t− τl)

∣∣∣∣∣

2

dt , (4)

where k is a term that is independent of θ.
From (4), the Fisher information matrix (FIM) can be

obtained as follows1 [3]

Iθ =

[
Iαα Iατ

IT
ατ Iττ

]
, (5)

where Iαα = κEp diag{1, . . . , 1}, Iατ =
κE′

p diag{α1, . . . , αL}, Iττ = κE′′
p diag{α2

1, . . . , α
2
L},

κ = NrEs
σ2 , E′

p =
∫ Tp

0
ω(t)ω′(t)dt, and E′′

p =
∫ Tp

0
|ω′(t)|2dt,

1It is assumed that no inter-pulse interference occurs.



with Ep denoting the energy of the received UWB pulse,
and ω′(t) denoting the first derivative of ω(t). From (5), the
CRLB for the path delays τl, for l = 1, 2, . . . , L, can be
calculated as [3]

CRLB(τl) =
[(

Iττ − IT
ατ I

−1
ααIατ

)−1
]

l,l

=
σ2

NrEs(E′′
p −E′2

p /Ep)α2
l

. (6)

It is observed that the CRLB depends on the pulse shape, the
path gains, and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

B. ZZLB
The CRLB can yield quite tight limits on time-delay

(“range”) estimation in high SNR scenarios. However, for
moderate and low SNRs, the CRLB may result in a loose
limit for MSEs of unbiased time-delay estimators. Unlike the
CRLB, the ZZLB can provide tight limits for a wide range
of SNRs. The ZZLB in an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel can be derived as [6]

ZZLB =
1
Ta

∫ Ta

0

(Ta − ζ) ζ Popt(ζ) dζ , (7)

where 0 < τ1 ≤ Ta, and Popt is given by

Popt(ζ) = Q

(√
2Ep

σ2
(1−Rω(ζ))

)
, (8)

where Rω(ζ) denotes the auto-correlation function of the
received pulse ω(t). The ZZLB can be evaluated also for
multipath channels, as studied in [6]. Although the ZZLB
cannot be obtained in closed forms in many cases, it provides
a tighter bound than the CRLB for low-to-medium SNRs.

IV. ML BASED RANGING TECHNIQUES

In this section, range estimation based on ML techniques
is investigated [2]. Starting from the assumption of full a-
priori information, various degrees of assumptions about the
unknown parameters are considered [3], [7], [8]. In addition,
the generalized ML ratio test approach and the sub-Nyquist
sampling ML approaches are discussed [9], [10].

A. ML Estimation with Full A-priori Information
ML time-of-arrival (TOA) estimation (equivalently, ranging)

can be performed by means of a correlator with a template
signal that is perfectly matched to the received multipath
signal, and by determining the time delay of the template for
which the correlator output is maximized [3]. That optimal
template can be expressed as

stmp(t) =
L∑

l=1

αls(t− τl) . (9)

However, this ML receiver cannot be implemented in practice,
since the received waveform has unknown parameters to
be estimated, i.e., delays, amplitudes, and pulse shapes of
different multipath components (MPCs).

B. ML Estimation with No Prior Information
Although the main parameter of interest in TOA estima-

tion is the delay of the first arriving signal path, τ1, the
TOA estimation problem is closely related to the channel
estimation problem, in which all the parameters of θ =
[τ1 · · · τL α1 · · · αL] are estimated [7], [8]. Let the samples

of the received signal be denoted by r[i] and the samples of the
reconstructed signal be given by r̂[i] =

∑L
l=1 α̂lω(iTsmp− τ̂l),

where Tsmp is the sampling interval. Then, for Gaussian noise,
the ML solution is given by [7]

θ̂ = arg min
θ

{
1

Nsmp

Nsmp∑

i=1

∣∣r[i]− r̂[i]
∣∣2

}
. (10)

Then, the ML estimates for the elements of the unknown
parameter vector θ = [τ α] are given by [8]

τ̂ = arg max
τ

{[
ΩT (τ )r

]T

R−1
Ω (τ )

[
ΩT (τ )r

]}
, (11)

α̂ = R−1
Ω (τ̂ )ΩT (τ )r , (12)

where RΩ(τ ) = ΩT (τ )Ω(τ ) with
ΩT (τ ) = [ω(D1) ω(D2) · · ·ω(DL)] and
ω(Dl) = [0Dl

ω 0Nsmp−Nω−Dl
]T [2].

Note that the ML estimation of the delays and the channel
coefficients has high computational complexity as it requires
a search over different values of τ . For a resolvable channel,
i.e., |τi− τj | ≥ Tp ∀i 6= j, the unknown parameter vector can
be estimated as [7]

τ̂ = arg max
τ

{ L∑

l=1

([ω(Dl)]T r
)2

RΩ(0)

}
, α̂ =

ΩT (τ̂ )r
RΩ(0)

, (13)

where RΩ(0) = Ep. Note that for a resolvable channel, τ̂
in (13) can be estimated by maximizing each term in the sum
separately.

C. Ranging with Generalized Maximum Likelihood Ratio Test
The ML estimation based on the channel estimation prob-

lem provides an optimal TOA estimate. However, it is quite
impractical for UWB channels with a large number of MPCs
as the estimation of all the channel parameters is computa-
tionally very intensive. Therefore, a simplified version of the
ML approach, called generalized maximum likelihood (GML)
technique, is studied in [9]. Assuming that the strongest MPC
has been detected, the GML technique estimates the TOA by
performing a search over a smaller search space. Specifically,
the paths prior to the strongest MPC are investigated.

Let r̃(t) = r(t + τpeak)/|αpeak| represent the normalized
signal prior to and including the strongest MPC, where τpeak

and αpeak are the delay and the channel coefficient of the
strongest MPC, respectively. Then, the samples of r̃(t) at
above the Nyquist rate can be expressed as [9]

r̃ = α̃1ωτ̃1 +
Lmax∑

l=2

α̃lωτ̃l
+ ñ , (14)

where ωτ̃l
denote the samples from ω(t+ τ̃l), τ̃l = τpeak− τl,

α̃l = αl/|αpeak|, Lmax is the number of MPCs prior to and
including the strongest MPC, and ñ represents white Gaussian
noise samples.

Based on (14), the GML estimate of τ̃1 is given by [9]

ˆ̃τ1 = arg max
τ̃1

[
min

α̃1,Lmax,α̃,τ̃

∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣r̃− α̃1ωτ̃1 −
Lmax∑

l=2

α̃lωτ̃l

∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣

2]
,

where α̃ = [α̃2, . . . , α̃Lmax ] and τ̃ = [τ̃2, . . . , τ̃Lmax ]. The
computational complexity of this optimization problem is
quite high due to a search over the unknown parameter set
{τ̃1, α̃1, Lmax, α̃, τ̃}. Therefore, an iterative technique with
lower complexity is proposed in [9], which uses certain prior



statistics of the UWB channel to define a new search space
and to set a stopping rule.

D. Sub-Nyquist Sampling ML Estimation with Various Levels
of A-Priori Information

The ML techniques discussed in Section IV-B and Sec-
tion IV-C can be impractical in many cases due to their com-
putational complexity and high sampling rate requirements. In
this section, TOA estimators that operate at low sampling rates
and with various levels of a-priori information are described.

Let z[n] denote the samples of an energy detector output2
for n = 1, 2, . . . , Nb. It is assumed that the samples indexed
by n = k, . . . , k + Ne − 1 include both the desired signal
and noise, whereas the remaining samples are only due to the
noise. Note that each possible value of k represents a different
TOA, and can be considered as one of the hypotheses in a
hypothesis testing problem. Let z(sn)

k (z(no)
k ) represent a row

vector of size Ne (Nb−Ne) that consists of the samples from
the signal-plus-noise (noise-only) part.

a) Maximum Energy Selection: The maximum energy
selection (MES) approach is a simple technique that estimates
the TOA according to the strongest sample, i.e.,

n̂
(mes)
toa = arg max

k∈{1,...,Nb}

{
z[k]

}
. (15)

In typical UWB channels, Ne can be much larger than 1 when
the sampling interval is on the order of a pulse duration.
Therefore, there can be a large delay between the first path
and the strongest path, and the MES technique can yield large
estimation errors.

b) Maximum Energy Sum Selection: In order to obtain
more reliable TOA estimates, the energy of adjacent samples
can be combined. According to the maximum energy sum
selection (MESS) technique with a window duration of Nw ≤
Ne samples, the leading edge estimate is given by

n̂
(mess)
toa = arg max

k∈{1,...,Nb}

{
z(sn,Nw)

k 1Nw

}
, (16)

where z(sn,Nw)
k is composed of the first Nw elements of z(sn)

k
and 1Nw is an Nw×1 column vector of ones. Note that MESS
reduces to MES for Nw = 1. Since a large window can capture
a large amount of noise and a small window may not capture
sufficient signal energy, there exists an optimal window length
that depends on the channel realization and the SNR.

c) Weighted Maximum Energy Sum Selection: In the
presence of a-priori knowledge about the channel power delay
profile, the weighted-MESS (W-MESS) technique can be used:

n̂
(wmess)
toa = arg max

k∈{1,...,Nb}

{
z(sn,Ne)

k ρNe

}
, (17)

where ρNe
is a column vector of size Ne that provides weight-

ing of different samples. For example, ρNe
can consist of

mean energy values for a particular channel model and block
duration in an energy detector implementation. In addition, if
the channel energies are perfectly known, the TOA estimate
can be obtained from

n̂
(wmess′)
toa = arg max

k∈{1,...,Nb}

{
z(sn,Ne)

k ENe

}
. (18)

d) Double-Weighted Maximum Energy Sum Selection:
At the correct timing value, the mean µ̂

(no)
k and the standard

deviation σ̂
(no)
k of z(no)

k are minimized. Therefore, weighing

2Similarly, the absolute values of correlation outputs can be considered.

the energy sum in (17) by the inverse of µ̂
(no)
k σ̂

(no)
k will in-

crease the likelihood of the correct hypothesis. This estimator
is called double-weighted MESS (DW-MESS) and is given by

n̂
(dw−mess)
toa = arg max

k∈{1,...,Nb}

{
z(sn,Ne)

k ρNe

µ̂
(no)
k σ̂

(no)
k

}
. (19)

In addition to the MES, MESS, W-MESS and DW-MESS
estimators, [10] also proposes a Bayesian estimator for energy
detector based implementations, which requires prior infor-
mation related to the statistics of individual energy detector
samples. However, such prior information may not be available
in practice.

V. LOW COMPLEXITY RANGING TECHNIQUES

In this section, various peak detection algorithms [7], two-
step TOA estimation approaches [11], ranging with dirty
templates [12], [13], and threshold based ranging algorithms
[14]-[15] are discussed.

A. Ranging with Largest-N Peak-Detection Techniques
The MES technique in (15) may not yield an accurate TOA

(range) estimate in the presence of MPCs prior to the strongest
one. In order to improve the accuracy of range estimation,
[7] proposes to consider the largest N correlation peaks, and
to select the time delay corresponding to the peak with the
smallest time index.

Let the time indices corresponding to the MPCs with the
largest N correlation peaks be represented by k1, k2, . . . , kN ,
where ki represents the time index for the ith strongest
component. Then, the TOA of the received signal can be
estimated as [7]

τ̂1 = Tsmp min{k1, k2, . . . , kN} (20)

where Tsmp denotes the sampling period of the receiver. In [7],
the authors also propose two improvements for this technique
in non-resolvable channels.

B. Ranging with Two-Step TOA Estimators
It is of significant importance to perform accurate range es-

timation without employing high sampling rates in UWB rang-
ing systems. In order to have low-power and low-complexity
implementations, symbol-rate or frame-rate samples should
be considered [3], which can, however, increase the time
to perform TOA estimation considerably. One technique to
perform reasonably accurate range estimation based on low-
rate samples is to employ two-step TOA estimators [11]. In
order to perform TOA estimation in short time intervals, the
first step of the two-step TOA estimator in [11] performs
a coarse timing estimate using energy detection (similarly,
the dirty template approach can be used). Then, the second
step refines the TOA estimate based on a statistical change
detection algorithm.

C. Ranging with Dirty Templates
Another low complexity TOA estimator is the dirty-template

technique introduced in [12], [13], which operates on symbol-
rate samples. The main idea behind this technique is to use
the received signal itself as a “dirty” template and then to
perform cross-correlations with the symbol-length portions of
the received signal. The main advantage of the dirty-template
technique is its low complexity; however, the estimates ob-
tained by this technique can have an ambiguity equal to the
extent of the noise-only region between consecutive symbols.



Fig. 1. “Jump back and search forward” (JBSF) and “serial backward search”
(SBS) algorithms [2]. Here, N

(sb)
w denotes the search-back window length

in samples, nmax is the index of the strongest sample, nle is the index of
the first arriving path’s sample, nsb is index of the the first sample within
the search-back window, Dmax is the delay between the first arriving path’s
sample and the strongest sample, and Dle is the delay between the index of
the first sample within the search window and the first arriving path’s sample.
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Fig. 2. RMSE vs. SNR for various algorithms, and the CRLB and the ZZLB.

D. Threshold Based Ranging
Threshold based ranging algorithms compare the received

signal samples against a threshold in order to identify the
first arriving MPC [14]. In [15], a simple threshold based
algorithm is introduced, which compares absolute values of
the direct samples of the received signal (or, samples of the
correlator/energy detector output) against a threshold. The
TOA of the signal is determined by the index of the first
sample that exceeds the threshold. Since the signal energy and
the channel impulse response are unknown, the threshold can
be determined based only on the noise floor.

In [16], two different threshold based TOA estimation
algorithms are proposed, which are summarized in Fig. 1. The
thresholds of those algorithms can be set based on the noise
level, or, using a normalized threshold as in [17]. In either case,
certain statistics of the UWB channels can be used to select
parameters for the search space and stopping rules accurately.

VI. SIMULATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this section, comparison of some of the TOA estimation
(ranging) algorithms is presented together with the theoretical
lower bounds. An uncertainty region of 500 ns is considered
for TOA estimation, and 100 realizations from the CM-1 of
the IEEE 802.15.4a channel model are employed [18]. A time
resolution of 0.01 ns is considered, and the second derivative
of the Gaussian pulse [2] with around 1 ns pulse width is used
in the training signal (only one pulse is employed).

Fig. 2 illustrates the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) val-
ues versus SNR for four different algorithms, namely, the ML
estimator (MLE) in Section IV-A (considered as a benchmark),

the largest-N peak-detection algorithm in Section V-A, and the
JBSF and the SBS techniques in Section V-D.3 The last three
algorithms are considered due to their practicality. In addition,
the ZZLB and the CRLB are illustrated. In Fig. 2, the MLE has
the best performance as expected, and it gets very close to the
ZZLB for almost all SNR values and to the CRLB only at high
SNRs. Although the MLE has very good performance, it is
impractical in most cases. Considering the practical estimators,
the JBSF algorithm seems to have better performance than the
other ones (in fact, the SBS has lower RMSEs for a certain
SNR range), and the JBSF and the largest-N peak-detection
algorithms can provide sub-nanosecond accuracy.4

Consideration of theoretical limits together with practical
algorithms provide an evaluation of how accurately TOA esti-
mation can be performed under practical constraints. Further
research is required to perform detailed analysis of various
UWB ranging algorithms.
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